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Baku Initiative Monitoring FWK

Context:
- Astana Roadmap (2006)
- Eastern Partnership (EU Neighbouring countries)
- Energy Community (Moldova, Ukraine, Georgia (observer))

Objectives:
- To measure progress
- Communication
- Strategic planning/programming support

Principles

- Reporting on a voluntary basis
- Reporting taking into account the context of the countries (EaP, Energy Community)
- Measurable and objective
- Quantifiable
- Based on the Astana Roadmap and ‘EU principles’ of the Acquis
- Key role of the INOGATE Secretariat

Indicators

1st pillar of cooperation

- Market convergence
- Independent energy regulators
- Tariff policy/Role of regulators
- Technical rules
- Integrated regional markets

- Mostly derived from the Astana Energy Road Map objectives
- EU principles as reference points (if Road Map includes a more generic or long-term objective)
**Indicators**

- **2nd pillar of cooperation**
  - Maintenance
  - Rehabilitation/Upgrading
  - New energy infrastructures
  - Metering and billing

  - Mostly derived from the Astana Energy Road Map objectives
  - EU principles as reference points (if Road Map includes a more generic or long-term objective)

---

**Indicators**

- **3rd pillar of cooperation**
  - Diversification of energy mix
  - Policy framework
  - Legal, institutional and financial framework EE/RES
  - Increasing renewable energies
  - Creation of energy agencies
  - Environmental assessments/energy auditing
  - Environmental standards
  - Kyoto Protocol mechanisms
  - Gas flaring reduction

  - Mostly derived from the Astana Energy Road Map objectives
  - EU principles as reference points (if Road Map includes a more generic or long-term objective)

---

**Indicators**

- **4th pillar of cooperation**
  - Investment framework
  - Investment climate
  - Investment planning

  - Mostly derived from the Astana Energy Road Map objectives
  - EU principles as reference points (if Road Map includes a more generic or long-term objective)

---

**Next steps**

- Desk research
- Country visits by the INOGATE Secretariat
- Drafting report
- Verification with countries
- Presentation report at the INOGATE meeting
  - April/May 2011
THE ITS WILL BE OF ASSISTANCE TO ALL COUNTRIES
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